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Editorial

NEW
MEXICO

The Stilllltan Incident

Over a month ago The Lobo editorially
asked that the case of Allen Cooper and Bill
Orzen, who have been charged with
"disrupting the educational function" for
interrupting a speech by Sen. Strom
Thurmond, be tried solely within University
channels or solely in civil court. The
University chose to ignore us and instead
proceeded to prosecute them both before
the Student Standards Committee and to
proyi.de every scrap of information they
could dig up to the district attorney in order
that they might also be tried in civil court.
It is now perhaps too late to rectify the
University's actions in the Cooper and Orzen
cases but a new twist was added to that case
Wednesday night when Cooper was knocked
out by an irate student in the middle of the
proceedings. We are wondering what action
the University administration will now take

against Steve Stillman, the student who
attacked Cooper.
Will the administration, as many suspect,
hide its head in the sand and pretend it
didn't see anything wrong? Or will the
administration make an honest effort to
investigate the incident, and, if that
investigation warrants, prefer charges against
Stillman? We believe it must be the latter.
However, we believe that in Stillman's
case, as we will always believe in Cooper's
and Orzen's case, that the problem is a
University concern and only a University
concern. Mr. Stillman should be tried in. one
place and one place only. It would perhaps
be poetic justice for the administration to
subject him to the judicial indignities it
opted for with regard to Cooper and Orzen
but two asinine decisions will never make
the first one right.
Donald Burge

SARAH LAIDLAW

DON BURGE

Editor

Managing Editor
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A more peaceful scene from
"Zabriskie Point," now showing
at the Lobo Theater.

Which Way Wind Blows
By STEPHEN M. PART

By GAY COOK
(1) Toward the end of
February Senators Leonard
DeLayo, Sig Olson, Lou Storm,
and myself realized that closed
period as defined in the faculty
handbook was not
enforceable-that, in fact, it was
too narrowly defined and did not
provide for the elimination of
infringements upon a student's
study time during
pre-examination week.
( 2) Shortly thereafter, we
discussed this problem with Vice
Presidents Harold Lavender and
Chester Travelstead, and with
President Ferrel Heady, and
briefly outlined plans we had for
rectifying this problem.
(3) After appearing before the
Student Affairs Committee, and
receiving their endorsement, we
presented our proposal to the
Faculty Policy Committee and
requested tt!at that committee
give the closed period proposal a
"do pass" out of committee so
that it could be placed in the
agenda for the April faculty
meeting. From our point of view,
it was imperative that the faculty
deal with this question in April so
that if it did pass faculty members
would have an adequate amount
of time in which to alter their
schedules.
( 4) To date, the closed period
proposal has been tied up in the
Faculty Policy Committee for
over one month. Members of that
committee, feeling that "it is too
late to do anything else this year
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except reiterate the already
existing closed period rules as
outlined in the faculty handbook"
have failed to take any action on
the new proposal. Consequently,
the proposal is not on the agenda
for the April faculty meeting.
(5) Senators DeLayo, Olson,
Storm, and myself appeared
before the Faculty Policy
Committee on two different
occasions to explain and defend
our proposal, and on both
occasions asked that the
committee take action. During the
last two meetings of the
committee Chairman Marion
Cottrell has informed us that it
would not be necessary for us to
attend the meeting-that the
committee would discuss it, reach
a decision, and inform us of that
decision. At no time were we
informed of the progress the
committee was ma~ing with our
proposal or of any discussion that
had taken place,
Consequently, we have had to
contact Chairman Cottrell for
reports on the status of our
proposals-reports which have
been undecisive and inconclusive.
Furthermore, I am sure that, had
Senators DeLayo, Olson, Storm,
and myself not persistently
followed up on our proposal, hell
would have frozen over before we
would have heard anything from
Cottrell or any members of this
committee.
(6) Last week I once again
contacted Chairman Cottrell to
check on the status of the

proposal; that it was not given
either a positive or negative report
out of committee; that we can
present it to the faculty at their
May 8 meeting for discussion; that
while he doubts anything can be
done this year, it will at least put
us in a position to start talking
about it next year.
(7) And that brings me to the
crux of the problem. Once again
Student government and the
students of this University are
right back where they have always
been • • . in a position to start
talking about it next year ... and
I, as a student and as a student
government representative, am
tired of talking and am tired of
having student government
initiated proposals that are
constructive, and that have
evolved from necessity consistenly
thwarted, blocked, and postponed
by the faculty.
This closed period proposal is
constructive; it evolved from
need; it was initiated by members
of the student Senate, and it like
just about everything else has
been effectively manipulated into
the background by the Faculty
Policy Committee.
The closed period proposal will
appear on a referendum in today's
election. We ask all members of
the Associated Students to vote in
favor of this proposal so that we
can show faculty members on
May 8 that students favor this
proposal-that the time has come
for the faculty to listen to
students.

Cosey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Holly Beckley, Everett Robinson, Judy Undsey,
Sandy Schauer, Pam Burgenheim
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan1 lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jar. , Borth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Bloke
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Lin Morgan
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Antonioni's "Zabriskie Point"
may be the best indictment of
mid·twentieth century America
yet. You find yourself lead down
an intellectual garden path-you
commit yourself to the "radical
youth cause" and then have to
put yourself down for still being
enamoured by what has become
in your mind "pig possessions."
The beginning attempts to
radicalize you-scenes of Los
Angeles, freeways, sterile
buildings infected only by
two-legged germs, cops left over
from the Chicago convention,
cops quick to beat, cops
reminiscent of Hitler's "control
measures" for university students,
sick gun store owners, black
rhetoric, and white jive.
Soon all that is left is a gut
reaction, and when the hero offs
the pig you ean only cheer. But
what now?
Now we must find the
difference between "peaceful and
dead." A scene of multiple
couples coupling in a gypsum
desert? It's not really part of the
movie, cinematically-yes, Hero
and Heroine making love makes
sense; Antonioni is only having
fun with all those others. Not
integrated into the movie; even
boring for its length-but the last
long shot of all those
gypsum-insulated lovers is
humerous Antonioni near his best.
After the ultimate defiling of

Editor:
Senator's Endorsement
To the Editor:
Leonard DeLayo is not just
another candidate. Leonard
DeLayo is the candidate for
president.
DeLayo .can stand up for the
interests of the studertts and the
University against the community
and state forces that are trying to
destroy us. He has the experience
as past chairman of Student
Lobby nnd the desire to make
student rights an accepted reality,

youth by the cops, we are wowed
by a beautiful possession-symbol
of a house, How embarrassing to
find that you covet this mansion
of middle class mores-the mores
that have so recently maimed us,
In spite of this recap of the
futility of American "goods'' the
sequence is overly long and begins
to delute the movie. The rehash
on big business could/should have
been cut somewhat.
Another flaw: again, we find
what has quickly become a hard
work.ing cliche-pop·rock·bluesy
music backing up the film. The
only time the music works
exceptionally well is Patty Page
,singing-believe that? Sec the
flick.
Nonetheless, the explosive end
brings to mind Bakunin's, "The
purest form of creation is
destruction." Antonioni has
shown us which way the wind
blows-a brilliant weatherman
indeed.

***

After "Lion in Winter,"
"Beckett," and "A Man for All
Seasons," its pretty hard to work
up much enthusiasm this soon for
another spectacular of this nature.
"Anne of the Thousand Days"
is well-acted, nicely
photographed, and beautifully
costumed. But unless this period
of history and blustering Richard
Burton specially appeals to you,
you might have been already
satiated by "Lion for All
Becketts,"

Letters nrc welcome an.l ahoul<l be
no longer tl•an 21i0 words typ<!Wtit- wn, double spneed, Nnnwi telcplloh<!
nml ruldrrllo munt be inc uucd. Tile
nnme uf the 1111tbor of the Jetter will
noh be withheld.

He can unify the diversified
interests of the campus. His voting
and legislative record exemplify
his interest in helping students of
all interests on campus.
He has a plan for a new system
of advisement and a new type of
student orientation which will be
directed toward keeping students
in school and curbing the drop
out rate.
DeLayo has new ideas and the
ability to make old ideas work.
Sen. Lou Storm

PORTALES (UPI)-A group of 25 ENMU
students l"riday staged a day-long demonstration
over job opportunities at the Portales college.
The students, carrying various placards, marched
around the school's administration building in a
peaceful protest against alleged discrimination in
job opportunities and admittance for blacks to
greek organizations on campus.
Picketing started late Thursday after a
three-hour meeting between spokesmen for the
black students and the university's Administrative
Council. Spokesmen for the students said they
were not satisfied with the school's arguments and
started the protest which continued through
Friday.
Charles Meister, university president, told the
students 52 of the 55 blacks enrolled at ENMU
were receiving some sort of federal aid with 26 of
the 55 employed on campus in work-study
~ programs.
"'
Meister said although the blacks comprise only
~ 1.6 percent of the enrollment, they benefited from
c' 5.3 percent of the federal funds allocated to
ENMU.
Two girl students, Octavia Officer and Carolyn
Coffield, represented the students' demands and
pledged to "picket indefinitely" if their demands
were not met.

Additional Voting Allowed
Student Court declared last night that Tuesday
would be .an additional voting day in the spring
ASUNM elections.
After a two-hour hearing on the merits of an
injunction issued Friday freezing Friday's election
results, the Court upheld by a 4·1 vote a complaint
charging "a substantial portion" of the ASUNM
electorate was unable to vote Friday because too
few voting machines were available.
The Court's majority opinion declared that due
to the "shortsightedness" of the Elections
Committee there "may not have 'been enough
machines" to allow all those interested in the
election to vote.
The injunction, issued Friday night by court
justices Jon Facey and Bill Hibbs on the basis of a
complaint filed by students Don Burge and Steve
Van Dresser, prevented Friday's ballots from being
tabulated.
The original complaint alleged the Elections
Committee provided "only enough voting machines
to accommodate approximately 20 to 25 percent of
those eligible to vote."
The use of only 10 voting machines
"disenfranchised a substantial portion of the
student electorate," the complaintants charged.
In upholding the complaint the Court declared
the number of voting machines used "may have
created a lack of opportunity which may have
disenfranchised" a number of voters, and declared
balloting would proceed from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Tuesday.
Although sustaining the Hibbs-Facey injunction
preventing Fridays votes from being tabulated,
Chief Justice Bill Turner ordered that one Justice
and one Election Committee member collect the
totals on the voting machines this morning,
"The results will be impounded until 3 p.m.
Tuesday," said Turner.
The Court also declared "no campaigning" was to

occur between now and the end of the election, but .
left the definition of campaigning to "the discretiof,
of the Elections Committee,"
The Committee ruled that all campaign postings
must have been removed by 8 a.m. this morning and
ruled out all "public displays," such as
pamphletting, handbills, posters, and organized
events.
Ballot boxes with paper ballots will be set up
Tuesday in the Union, La Posada Commons, the
engineering complex, Coronado and Hokona
dormitories, and the NROTC building, said Senator
Donna Hammonds, chairman of the Elections
Committee.
In arguing for immediate dismissal of the case,
defen~e attorney Ross Perkal said there is an
"implicit obligation of any electorate in any
election" to cast their vote within the alloted
balloting time.
"Students not voting within the hours 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Friday forfeited their right to vote by failing to
meet that implied obligation," Perkal said.
The motion for dismissal was overruled and tha
Court heard contentions and witnesses for both
sides.
Van Dresser offered the additional voting time as
a solution for his complaint and estimated only
2500 students "could have voted in the election."
''Considering a mm1mum three minute
turnaround time in the machine and the fact that
there were only ten machines, only 2500 students
could have voted in the election. But even this
nominal time seems unreasonable, and for some
unknown reason there were fewer voting machines
than last year," he said.
"The actions of the Elections Committee
thwarted the express and real goal of ASUNM
government to encourage more people to participate
in elections," Van Dresser asserted.

Sen. Runnels Accepts Award for Champion PollUter"
Norvell, O'Dowd, Grant, Edwards, Carter, Runnels ,Express Views on, Solutions for Pollution
The "Enemy of the Earth"
award globe was finally presented
to state Senator Harold Runnels,
at a forum on environmental
problems in the Kiva Thursday
night.
Six candidates for state and
national offices presented their
views on ecology and proposals
for governmental action. A
question and answer period
followed the series of 10·minute
presentations.
The candidates were: David
Norvell and Gary O'Dowd,
running for attorney general;
Ulysses S. Grant, gubernatorial
candidate; Richard Edwards and
Anderson Carter, senatorial
aspirants; and Harold Runnels,
congressional hopeful.
Presentations were also made by
stand-ins for two who could not
attend the forum, Fabian Chavez,
a candidate for Congress, and
David Kelsey, running. for
lieutenant governor. Graduate
student Bill Pickens moderated
the forum.
It was during the question and
answer period that Jack Edwards,
one of t.he cu·chairmen of the
Environmental Tcach·In,
explained that the globe inscribed
with anti-pollution slogans was a
trophy to be presented to New
Mexico's champion polluter.
Those present at a rally Tuesday
voted to give the award to state
Sen. Alfonso Montoya, who
amended an anti·po!lution bill to
lower the penalty from violators
from $5000 a day to $1000, to
the 19 senators voted for the
amendment, and Lt. Gov. E. L~e
Francis whose vote broke a t1e
and upheld the amendment. Since
Runnels was one of the 19 who
voted for the lower penalty,
Edwards asked that he accept the
award and pass it on to the other
recipients,
"I do accept,'' Runnels said,

smiling, "but let's be fair now. It
takes three to tango-the House,
the Senate, and the Governor. If
all of them hadn't been willing to
go along with it, it wouldn't have
become law."
The first to make his
presentation was U.S. Grant. The
Placitas commune leader was
distinct from the other speakers in
that he was casually attired (and
barefoot).
"I can't do anything for you
about pollution, people," he said.
"It's up to each and every one of
us, as individuals." . He urged
everyone to "live right" and spend
the rest of their days dedicated to
the solution of the problem on an
individual basis.
"A lot of people complain
about the Four Corners power
plant-what do you want me to
do, send the boys out to blow it
up? No, what I'm going to do,
tonight, is go home and go to bed,
so they won't be producing that
electricity and pollution on my
account."
Anderson Carter next presented
his view that there is really only
one polluter, and that is man.
"The human animal is the only
one which leaves waste,'' he said.
Carter said he could see two
alternatives for solution of the
problem: "Let the govemment
clean it up and you pay tlle taxes,
or you and business get together
a11d foot the bill."
Richard Edwards coucentrated
on the poor condition of the Rio
Grande Conservancy District,
saying, "Little has been conserved
but cesspools, open drainage
ditches, and a sewage plant." He
called it one of the worst lll'eas of
the state, and said it resulted from
''genertil economic pollution,
which is the worst affront to
nature and a degradation of man."
"Students have been blamed
for startinl! demonstrations, even
riots," said Harold Runnels,

"Here's a cause (ecology) you can
get the handle on now and get all
Americans behind you."
Runnels said although his
stature at UNM is not very high
(because of his attacks ~n ~he
University through the Leg1slatJve
Universities Study Committee), he
wanted to come to the forum
because he felt it was a
worthwhile cause, and he
congratulated students for taking
the initiative in this area. "Keep
up the good work, keep the
people informed, and if I can help
you just holler."
The stand-in for Fabian Chavez
also expressed congratulations to
students "for leading this fight
against an ingrained ethic. You

started the Vietnam cause, and
now we've got to win both. I'm
over 35, but I'm with you in
spirit." He also pointed out that
he felt Democrats had a better
record on conservation than
Republicans.
Gary O'Dowd, assistant
attorney general, said enough had
been said about what the
problems were, and that he
preferred to talk about what was
presently being done, especially
hy the attorney general's office. He
traced the development of
anti-pollution legislation over the
last four years, and his work in
the area. "In the future, remedies
are going to have to come from
the state level," he stated.

_, __ :·.

Pollution Forum
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David Kelsey's stand in
emphasized how important he felt
the office of lieutenant governor
was in this area. He presides over
the Senate, and his vote can be
crucial, as was proved in the case
of the lowering of thepollution
penalty. "He takes a very strong
stand on this issue," he said.
"The attorney gelll1l'al's office
must be a mbtivating force behind
lawsuits against pollution
violators," David Norvell stated.
He said in the last eight years h~
has been the sponsor or
co·sponsor of every anti-pollution
measure introduced in the New
Mexico House. "Now I want to
make the office of attorney
general a prime force in this fight.

.. ~ '·"'·" .:

--Ulysses s. G~ant (at podium) one of six candidates fo! state and
national offices who spoke Thursday at a forum on enVIronmental
problems in the Kiva, favored an individual basis solution.
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U.S. Expelled Mao·s Rocket Builder
By ROBERT CRABBE
TOKYO (UPI)'-Former U.S.
Navy Secretary Dan Kimball was a
worried man when he heard that a
Chinese·born scientist named
Chien Hsuehshen wanted to leave
the United States .for Communist
China.
"I'd rather shoot that guy than
let him out of the country,"
Kimball said. "He knows too
much that is valuable to us. He's
worth five divisions anywhere."
That was in 1950, when Chien
was one of the brightest $tars in
the constellation of scientists at
¥

u Plans

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of
the California Institute of
Technology.
Master Builder
Chien has lived up to Kimball's
highest estimates of his ability.
Communist China announced
Saturday the launching of its first
satellite into orbit. The master
builder of the rockets that did the
job was Chien.
Chien's rockets are the
backbone of a Chinese system of
intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBM) that U.S. Defense
Secretary Melvin Laird says will
be pointed at the United States by

Five Buildings

Projects Total $3,383,163 Says Report
Work on five major building
projects, totaling $3,383,163 in
payments to contractors, will be
finished on campus by year's end,
the office of the University
Architect reports.
Jobs range from the
$1,719,393 Bratton Hall for the
School of Law on north campus
to the department of athletics
building on south campus, costing
$650,990.
"""'Completion date on Bratton

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.
If you want the latest in
sportswear from New York
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALL.
10% Discountwith
student card.
Wyoming and Menaul
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Hall is scheduled for Dec. 18 and
the athletic building is to open
Sept. 11, a week before UNM's
1970 football season.
Other projects, costs, and
completion dates, include
KNME-TV studio on University
NE, $466,422, May 1; a computer
center addition, $322, 920, Sept.
11; and the Fine Arts addition
$223, 438, Nov. 11,
Bradbury· and Stamm
Construction Co. is major
contractor on Bratton Hall and
KNME-TV. Nation-Payne, Inc., is
contractor on the athletic
building; R. M. Swain & Son, Inc.,
on the computing center addition,
and C. W. Murphey Construction
Co. on the Fine Arts addition.
Bid openings are scheduled May
5 on a faculty office-classroom
building estimated to cost
$1,692,000. A site location study
is under way for a $1,953,000
psychology building and $63,000
in alterations on the College of
Education Building is awaiting the
computing center addition
completion, officials said,

Assault Charge
Filed by Cooper

Allen Cooper Friday filed an
assault and battery complaint in
Magistrate court against UNM
student Steve Stillman who
allegedly hit Cooper during a
recess of the Student Standards
' Committee hearings in the Union
Wednesday night,
Cooper is a defendant in the
Standards hearings held in
connection with the disruption of
Sen. Strom Thurmomlls speech in
Popejoy Hall March 4.
Cooper signed the complaint
against Stillman about 1:30 p.m.
Friday. The Magistrate Court then
issued a summons for Stillman to
appear in court 9 a.m. May 4.
Stillman said he hit Cooper in
self-defense, and that Cooper had
his fists clenched and had
challenged Stillman to go outside.

2300 Central SE
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1975.
Like many of Red China's
leading scientists, Chien is a
product of American education.
He came to the United States in
1935 on one of the scholarships
America set up with its share of
the indemnity paid by,China after
the Boxer rebellion of 1906.
MIT Student
Chien •;first studied at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, then moved to
Caltech at Pasadena, Calif., in
1936. His teacher was Theodore
von Karman, the Hungarian-born
Jew whose genius made Caltech a
leader in the development of jet
engines, Only the most gifted of
Caltech's students got to work
with Von Karman. Chien was one.
Granted a security clearance
late in World War II, Chien wore
the wings of a colonel in the old
U.S, Army Air Corps. He was sent
to Germany after the war to study
the rockets developed by Hitler's
scientists.
His report was so brilliant that
Chien was officially commended
by Gen. Henry "Hap" Arnold,
then the commander of the Air
Corps.
Not Dangerous
Chien's troubles with the
United States began after Red
China intervened in the Korean
War in 1950. FBI agents
uncovered the fact he had
attended meetings of Communist
sympathizers among scientists in
southern California during the late
1930's.

Popejoy

Hall

The Cultural Program Committee In Association With
The New Mexico Arts Commission
Present

BALLET

c1WEST

He was arrested and declared an
undesirable alien. Chien was
defended unsuccessfully by
attorney Grant Cooper, who later
was defense counsel for Sirhan
Sirhan, the assasSin of Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy.
Chien had tried to leave the
United States before his arrest, lie
was stopped in Honolulu, and
detained for five years. In 1955,

Saturday May
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SANTA FE-Gov. David F. Cargo topped the list of
honorees in special earth week awards sponsored by the
New Mexico Undevelopment Commission (NMUDC)
spokesman Arnulfo Arias C. de Baca Castaneda y Pino
announced today.
Casta?i'eda noted that Cargo's first place finish in the
Polluter of the Year sweepstakes followed closely on the
heels of his top category placing in last fall's annual
NMUDC awards to the persons who have contributed most
to New Mexico's undevelopment over the preceeding year.
Previously, the governor had received an honorable
mention award for his performance on national television
during the 1968 Republican national convention-the
performance was credited with changing the minds of
thousands who had planned to move to New Mexico.
Since then, Cargo has bounded to the top of the
rankings in exemplary fashion.
The Polluter of the Year award went to Cargo by a
near-unanimous vote of the NMUDC selection committee,
Castaneda said. The governor's campaign to import
hundreds of unwanted Californians covered with hair, dot
the landscape with imitations of Disneyland, and clog up
the best bars swept the governor to the head of the list.
The only other citizen to receive a vote for the award
was Hoyt Pattison, state representative from Clovis, and
author of the famous amendment to save cow manure from.
air pollution restrictions.

National Science Award
Goes to Geologist Keil
Klaus Keil, has been awarded
the first George .P. Merrill medal
from the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS).
The presentation will be made
by NAS officials at the opening of
the group's 107th annual meeting
in Washington, D.C. tonight. The
award includes a $1000 cas h
stipend.
Five other major scientific
awards will be made at the
meeting, including the NAS award
in microbiology, the U.S. Steel
Foundation Award in molecular
biology, the Jessie Stevenson
Kovslenko Medal, the Mary Clark
Thompson Medal and the J.
Lawrence Smith Medal.
Keil was chosen for the honor
for his mineralogical investigation
of meteorites. He is head of the
UNM Institute of Meteoritic, one
of the few such institutes in the
world, and a primary investigator
for the returned lunar samples
from the Apollo 11 and 12 flights.
During his investigations over
the past several years he has found
four new mineral compounds
including two from the Apollo 1i
returned lunar sample.
Using a range of electronic
research equipment the UNM
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No. I Polluter of theY ear

In An All-New Program

Swanlal~e -- Act II -- Mobile

offiCials of the Eisenhower
administration decided he had
been out of the U.S. defense
program so long that he was no
longer dangerous.
Eleven American airmen who
had been held by the Chinese
Communists were freed about the
same time but State Department
officials always denied that it was
a swap.

meteoriticist hopes to discover
under what conditions of pressure
and temperature the moon was
formed. This information could
lead scientists to a comprehensive

r
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theory of how the moon was
formed billions of years ago.
Keil received his Ph.D. from
Johannes·Gutenberg University,
Mainz, Germany, and later was a
research associate in geochemistry
at the famous Max Planck
Institute for Chemistry in Mainz.
He has worked with the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration for several years,
first as a NAS-national Research
Council Resident Research
Associate and later as a staff
research scientist.
He came to UNM in 1968 after
a tour on the faculty of San Jose
State College.

Pig Chase

The mystery event of Greek Games turned out to be an energetic

~eased. pig chase, where girl-boy. teams worked together to catch the
~

slippery beasts and hog·tie them.

Campus Briefs
Commune Flick
"Peace Love Two Hours," a
feature length documentary on
communal living, will be shown
tonight at 7 and 9 p.m. in Popejoy
Hall. Admission is $1 for students
and $2 for the general public.
The movie was made by the
people of the Taos commune, and
emphasizes "ecology, emotions,
and the outlook on communal
living and its faults," said Lord
Zedeck, a commune member who
worked on the film.
Commune members made the
film because they felt stories in
the media were presenting a
distorted view of commune life.
"If we hadn't made the film,
someone else would have who
would have given a wrong picture,
because you really can't
understand unless you live there "
said Lady Leah, who also work~d
on the film.
She added the film used "an
Andy Warhol technique-we just
let things happen in front of the
camera.'•

French Lecture

Honors Assembly

The head of the Univ13rsity of
California French ahd Italian
department, Ronald Tobin, will
lecture tonight in French, on 17th
Century France.
the Kiva.
Tuesday, Tobin will speak on
Racine at a 1 p.m. luncheon in the
Council Room in the Union.
Admission will be to the first 25
applicants at $1 a person.
Tobin received his doctorate
from Princeton, and is former
chairman of the department of
French and Italian at the
University of Kansas.
His lectures are sponsored by
the department of modern and
classical languages.

The annual Honors Assembly
will be Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Union Ballroom. The program
will include addresses from Ron
Curry, ASUNM President and Bill
Pickens, GSA President.
Recognition will also be made
to recipients of departmental
honors, Phi Beta Kappa and Who's
Who.
~
New members of Spurs and
Vigilantes Sophomore honoraries,
Las Campanas and Chakaa, junior
honoraries, and Mortar Board and
Blue Key, senior honoraries will
be tapped.
Immediately following the
program a reception will be given
in the gallery.

Summer Dance Course

Contemporary Sculpture

UNM will offer an American
A lecture titled "Contemporary
folk dance institute for interested Concepts of Sculpture" will be
grade school, high school, and given by Gerald Johnson UNM
recreation teachers this summer, assistant professor df art
The institute, which features Wednesday evening at the First
top folk and square dance artists Unitarian Church,
in the country, starts June 8 and
Admission is 50 cents for
runs through June 12.
students, 75 cents for
Farris Dedication
For teachers working toward a
Farris Engineering Center was degree, the course carries two non-students. The church is
formally dedicated in ceremonies credit hours. Application deadline located at 3701 Carlisle Blvd. N.E.
Saturday honoring Marshall E. is June 1 and forms can be picked
Farris, dean emeritus of UNM's up from William Litchman or
College of Engineering.
from the office of health, physical
Fire Prevention
Former University students, education, and recreation.
WASHINGTON
many of them now leading
Instructors will be Don (UPI}-Officials of the Medicare
engineers in the state, were among Armstrong, from the Bahamas; program are asking the 4800
the visitors participating in Mrs. Dena Fresh of Wichita, Kan., nursing homes caring for elderly
ceremonies at 9:30 a.m. on the who will teach round dancing; Cal Medicare patients to show that
building's sun deck.
Campbell of California, who will their carpeting is fire-resistant.
The. center, dedicated to Farris instruct square dancing; and Mary
. As an outgrowth of a Janurary
by the Regents, is an educational Jo Bradford of Denver, who will frre that took the lives of 31 aged
and research complex for College teach elementary dancing.
patients in Marietta, Ohio, the
of Engineering faculty and
In each of the two sections of officials said the nursing homes
students, and includes the Institute-elementary and also will be asked to bar smoking
administrative offices, classrooms, secondary -40 applicants will be except in permitted areas, outline
laboratories, and the Bureau of accepted.
a safety plan and get an evaluation
Engineering Research.
of the plan by firemen.
Spain in 70's
Farris Engineering Center went
Fernando Sartorious, Spanish
into use in January, 1969.
Coming to UNM in 1931 Farris counselor for cultural affairs, will JoE TURNEY
motorcycles
served as dean of engineering until spend two days on campus this
Sales • Service • !>arts
1960. He headed the technical week.
Sartorious. will lect~re to the
SSA-JAWA-BrldgNtone
development graduate program
general public on Spam and the
HUSQVARNA-BULTACO
until he retired in 1963.
challenge of the 1970's in a free
PENTON
Governance Hearing
presentation at 8 p.m. Monday in ~ 8.206 lomas Blvd NE
.256·94.4
The Committee on University the Union Theater. During his ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Governance will hold an open talk, he will show the .
hearing on Thursday, April 30, nt newly-finished film by the
7:30 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Spanish Ministry of Education
Vice president Chester and Science, "The Challenge of
Travelstead will speak along with Our Times." This Will be the first
other campus groups who have American showing of tlie film.
been asked to give their
From 3 to 5 p.m. Monday the
suggestions for University minister will speak to interested
Want the latest in Carousel
governance.
students, faculty, and the general
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Black Student Union, public about Spain in the lounge
The Mall shopping center.
EM AS , Kiva Club, National of the north ballroom of the
Student Association, Residence Union.
His visit is jointly sponsored by ' See the newest wig in town
Halls Council, Student Organizing
Committee and United the department of modern and
THE GREEK BOY
Mexican·American Students will classical languages and the Office
($25 complete)
of International Programs and
present their views.
Services.
Each speech will be followed
by a question and discussion
period. All members of the
University community are
welcome.
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Peace Worker Depicts
Civil Defense History
Tom Cornell, national secretary Cornell said.
of the Catholic Peace Fellowship
"The civil defense movement
who spent six months in pdson never recovered from that
for burning his draft card, told a demonstration, he said.
small g-roup of students in the
"One doesn't employ civil
Newman Center last week that the disobedience because of a
peace movement destroyed civil comi?ulsion to break law. I'm·
defense.
convmced that nonviolence has
Cornell, the former editor of something superior to say, but it
''The Catholic Worker," began needs development."
with a brief history of the civil
defense movement, and its
beginnings after the Iron Curtain
fell in 1947,
"People began to have a
paranoia about the bomb and
Communism. They were buying
fallout shelters to put under their
houses-tombs, and the kids in
school had duck and cover drills
in the event of nuclear attack,"
said Cornell.
"Each year in New York City t
the sirens would blast and people r
would have to go underground. It
was compulsory.
"In 1953, 22 people refused to
take cover and were arrested while
demonstrating in City Hall Park.
Each year the number of people
offering civil disobedience grew
smaller until there were only 5
people demonstratin~. Then, in
1960, 1000 people demonstrated.''

Ti

Elgin
l/.2 Carat
Total Weight

BRITISH COLUMBIA INDIAN FIELD TRIP

Vision Lecture

JUNE 14 TO JULY 7

9 hrs. credit in <tnlhropology1 sodol·
ogy, art or other area of slude11t's
cholct.
For details write

MARYLHURST COLLEGE
Marylhurst, Oregon 97036

Elgin
14 Koral Gold
Bracelet Watch
17-Jewels

17-Jewels

$299

$150

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.

J. Q. Koenig of the UNM
department of physiology, will
give a lecture today on the
"Neurophysiological Studies of
Vision."
The lecture will begin at 4 p.m.
in lectut·e room 203 of medical
building No. 1.

~
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MIT Grad Heads Red Chinese Space Program

,r

.

Elgin
SDiamonds

Baylor
14 Karat Gold
Bracelet Watch
17-Jewels

BagueHe Shope

17-Jewels

$125

Baylor
6 Diamonds
17-Jewels
Mesh Band

$100

$59.95

Convenient Terms Available

%ALES®
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We're nothing without your love.

Student Accounts Invited

7707

Win rock Center
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
All locations open Fridays 'till9 P.M.
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UNM's experimental use of
computers to assist the
mathematics calculus sequence
compares favorably with any
program at other U.S. colleges and
universities. ·
Richard Allen, assistant
professor of mathematics in
charge of the department of
mathematics and Statistics
Computer Laboratory, reviewed
the UNM computer-calculus
program for representatives of 40
major colleges and universities at a
recent closed meeting of the
Conference on Calculus and the
Computer at Tallahassee, Fla.
Allen later participated in the
group's open conference and
discussed further UNM's program
and future plans in this area which
started in 1967 with a grant from

Computers Aid
UExperimental
Calculus Class·

-:;:.

r.,.;;. ._

-.

the National Science Foundation,
"In terms of money invested
and students involved, our use of
the computer to enhance the
undergraduate calculus sequence
compares very favorably to any of
the 150 or so colleges and
universities at the meetings,"
Allen says.
Right 'now more than 1200
undergraduates use the Lab
facilities at least one hour a week
to supplement regular classroom
instruction in the calculus
sequence. All four courses in the
calculus sequence now use
computer terminals to reinforce
classroom iearning.
In addition, academically
superior undergraduates act as
monitors and proctors for
students in the Lab. These
student-instructors evaluate
student performance in the Lab
and recommend grades.
"We've had top students as lab
instructors and the program has
worked well so far," Allen notes.
"It's too early to give any real
evaluation to the computer use
and its effect on grades or
learning, but by next year we
should have better data,"
Allen foresees an extension of
computer lab usage into higher
levels of mathematics. Right now
several members of the
mathematics faculty are
considering using computers in
conjunction with linear algebra,
ordinary differential equations,
the undergraduate statistics
program, and mathematicsengineering courses.
The Math Lab terminals are
used by students to communicate
with the present IBM 360-40
computer. These terminals will
begin communicating with the
University's new 360-67 computer
as soon as its "shakedown" is
completed. Students will be able
to greatly increase the amount of
time available to them for their
work using the new computer.
IITini!IIT1111ll l l'l i!n!IIIIJII!:I!I!ll :l:l:l :::tt:lll!l!llllllll:ll:l:ll!lll:ll:ll!llllll!lill:lllilllllil
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Monday Apnl 27
yollege of Nursing-WICHEN;
Uruon, room 250 A,B,C; 8:30a.m.
ISRAD·WIN; Union, room 231-A; 9
a.m.
School of Law; Union, room 231·0·
12:30 p.m.
'
International Services; Union, North
Ballroom Lounge: 3 p.m.
'!'own Club and Town Club Pledges;
Umon, room 230, 231-D; 6:30p.m.
Alpna Tau Omega; Union, room
250·0, E: 7 p.m.
9hrtHian Science Organization;
Umon, room 248; 7 p.m..
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I DEW

Top: Textured finish: Man's ring, $50.
Three piece set, $275.
Center: Nugget finish: Man's ring, $70.
Three piece set. $250.
Bottom: Nugget finish with textured
swirl: Man's ring, $45.
Three piece set, $265.
All rings in 14 karat yellow gold.

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 1919
314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque

HEAR, HEAR these people on
WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT-AND WHY?
(After all, it's our curriculum)
•

Moderator: Bill Martin (Student)

FACULTY:

8hJDENTS;

:·f~~e Carm~~ael

:;~~. Leonard;DeLayo
.
~

i'.._1.,

...

-~·

·.J;~

''

~

Claude-Marie Book (Mod. Lang.)
John Howarth (Physics/Astron.)
David· Johnson (English)
_Frank Logan (Psychology)
Ellen Spolsky (English)

Sandi Heide
.•
Ernest Kilker
Sarah Laidlaw . .
S~even van Dress~r
ADMINISTRATORS:
Richard C. Dove (Dean, College of Engineering)
Richard E. Lawrence (Dean, College of Education)
Nathaniel Wollman (Dean, College of Arts & Sciences)

8 p.m., Wednesday, April 29

'

,,t'

No admission .charge.

Open to public.
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WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

PEACE

'

Congress Debates ABM, Court Vacancy
WASHINGTON-The two issues that have kept members of Congress
on the edge of their seats for the past year-the ABM and the Supreme
Court vacancy-come to the surface on Capitol Hill again this week,
The Senate Judiciary Committee, for the third time in eight months,
begins Wednesday to dig into the life and public record of a nominee
for the Supreme Court,
President Nixon's first two choices for the court vacancy,
Southerners Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. and G. Harrold Carswell, were
rejected by close, traumatic Senate votes. His latest choice, Federal
Appeals Judge Harry Blackmun of Minnesota, was, initially at least
noncontroversial.
'
On the same day, the House begins debate on President Nixon's
$20,2 billion military procurement bill that contains funds for an
expansion of the always-controversial Safeguard Antiballistic Missile
System (ABM). Nine months ago, the ABM was saved from Senate
defeat by one vote in 50-50 tie and this year it has lost some support.
Blackmun's nomination has not inspired the intense opposition that
led to the downfall of Nixon's other nominations, Civil rights advocates
regard him as an ally.

LOVE
2 HOURS:

--

Oil Slicks Pollute Marshes
NEW ORLEANS-" Heavy pollution" from an oil slick washed ashore
in the marshy area southeast of New Orleans, the Coast Guard said
Sunday.
A Coast Guard helicopter surveyed two oil spills in the Gulf of
Mexico that originated about 14 miles offshore. The pilot reported the
pollution had taken the form of "a broken silver sheen" and was
"breaking up well," The pilot said the source of one slick was still
leaking Sunday morning.
Coast Guard and state wildlife officials checked the extent of
pollution in the area, which bounds oyster beds lining the coast of
Breton Sound, and for any damage to game and seafood.

Red China Launches Satellite
VIENNA-Communist China has dispersed its key nuclear
installations over a wide area as a precaution against any possible attack
by the Soviet Union, according to diplomatic reports here Sunday,
At the same time, the reports said Peking has been pushing alw;1d
with its rocket development program.
The placing into orbit of a satellite Saturday testified to the progress
which Peking has been making in developing powerful rockets which
could be used to deliver nuclear warheads, the reports said.
Diplomatic sources said the dispersal by China of its nuclear
installations had apparently been carried out on a wide scale.
~he sources said that with the dispersal at least partially completed,
Pekmg now appears to bl' going all out for rocket development and the
harnessing of nuclear power in smaller, more manageable warheads.
They said that while Red China is expected to have effective medium
range missiles in operation in the next two to three years
intercontinental ballistic rockets may not be ready for deployment
until the late 1970's at least.

Director Ehly's Choirs
Sing Old. Modern Music
By SANDY SCHAUER
The UNM A Capella Choir, a
select group of 55 singers, is the
University "group that is
supposed to make the most
contact with the public,'' said Eph
E hI y, the A Capella Choir
director.
Ehly said in a recent Lobo
interview, that the choir's
objective is "to do good
performances and to do good
music," He said the choir's
repertoire includes "everything
from the very earliest music to the
most avant-garde."
They are planning to perform a
piece that uses only a male chorus
and electronic tape.
In order to participate in the
choir, any interested student must
audition in the fall, Ehly, who
chooses the members, says he
takes a majority of students who
try out."
The choir currently consists
mainly of freshmen and
sophomores. Ehly said he plans to
give these students the music for
the fall audition over the summer.
This will enable them to give a
better audition in the fall, he said.
The choir, which now sings in
various Albuquerque schools 1
plans to make a statewide tour

10 three-mint~te :presentations
Response by panel of four
Open discussion :from the floor
ANTHROPOLOGY LECTURE HALL

Monday, .AprU 27, 1970

'"'

biggest name in

Hot Dogs"
4201 Central N.E. 26!i-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

next year.
Ehly is also the director of the
University Chorus, a group of
about 180 students.
University Chorus, which has
rehearsals every Tuesday night,
performs mainly large works and
does one concert per semester,
usually with the University
Orchestra.
The Chorus will perform
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony on
May 21 in Popejoy Hall.
Talking about music at UNM,
Ehly said, "UNM students should
be made to realize the joy of
singing. We need more groups
consisting of people who enjoy
singing, not necessarily consisting
of people who know a lot about
it."
"I want to have organizations
for om.· students," said Ehly, "not
students for our orttanizations,"
"'l'he music · department at
tiNM has aliena~d iteelf from the
rest of the student. body," ~~aid ·
'gh]y. "In othQr. sciiools there i$. ~
frequently more emphasis on
providing opportunities for the
non-music major, They provide,
for everyone, music appreciation
courses that are really
interesting."
_•.
''I feel a . moral obligation to
felll personally acquainted with
every student in. my class," said
Ehly, when talking about his
teaching. ''I give them my full
attention."
Ehly said he is "trying to
develop renewed interest in a
master's degree in choral
conducting."
In addition to directing the A
Capella Choir and the University
Chorus, Ehly also teaches choral
conducting and voir.e classes, gives
private voice lessons, supervises all
choral student teachers in the
junior high and secondary schools,
and is one of the directors for the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera.

•.
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TAOS1870
a feature documentary produced by

the communes
COLOR BY DELUXE

ARIAN MEDIA COMPANY
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SOUND BY R:VOER SOUND SERVICE
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Lobos Learn a Lesson •
ASU Likes First Place

•

By PAUL FLECK
The dust has settled after
another typical WAC weekend'
and what has happened in the
Southern Division has that
familiar look. Arizona State has
taken over the possession of first
place by beating the Lobos two
out of three, and Arizona has
jumped back into the thick of the
struggle with a three game sweep
in El Paso,
The Lobos suffered through
their first shutout of the year
Friday night as they were only
able to collect five hits. In the
early innings the Lobos were
hitting the ball hard and everyone
thought it would only take time
before those hits would start to
drop in. But Jim Crawford, ASU's
big lefty, had different ideas and
settled down after a shakey start.
Crawford went the distance and
evened his record at 6·6 with the

shutout.
Lobo ace Jim Kremmel struck
out the first man he faced to the
delight of the 2089 no-hitter
conscience fans. But shortstop
Lenny Randle put an end to those
kind of thoughts with a shot right
down the left field line for a
doulbe,
The game went scoreless until
the sixth when a delayed steal
attempt with runners on first and
third fooled Kremmel into a balk.
In the next inning the Sun Devils
added another run with a
walk--sacrifice-base hit sequence.
The Devils got two more in the
eighth and pinned Kremmel with
his third loss in 11 decisions.
In the Lobos' lone victory,
Gary Jacobs upped his record to
6·2 with a five and one third
inning stint that was good for the
win. He allowed seven hits but
only one run before getting help

Foreign Car
Specialists

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for

THE COLLEGE MAN

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

$

Ove1·lOO yrs. Combined
Expel'ience

l

~~~!X~I~!:~~r

special rates lor di$$ertations-requlred paper Sllpplied free
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RENTS TUXEDOS
ENTIRE OUTFIT
Includes Shirt, Studs,
Cummerbund, Tie,
Suspenders, Cufflinks,
Handkerchief, and
Boutonniere.

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

Friday's game:
ARIZONA STATE:

~t~~atJ.~~

Collingek If

~i~~~~n;:f

Osborn, •b
Brenner, 3b
Welton, cf
Mantlo, c
Crawford, p
Totals

ab r h bi
5 0 2 1

4
3
4
0
3
4
4
3
3

33

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
4

1
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
1
0
0
0
l
0
0

3

•

FIRST and GOLD

247-4347

1

i\
i

:
L
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NEW MEXICO
Johnson, ss
Reyes, 3o
Faford, rf
Minarsich, If
Ruth, 1b
Schawel, 2b
Laub,c
Surber, ph
Kremmel, p
Franke, p
Totals

Arizona State
New Mexico

ab
4
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
1
0
31

r
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

h bi
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 0

Pitching Summary:
ip
Crawford (W, 6·6) 9
Kremmel (L, 8·3) 8
Franke
1

,••".
j'

Ken Johnson takes a breather
after stealing second in first inning
of Saturday night's game. Umpire
gives unmistakable sign as ASU
shortstop Lenny Randle ponders
the situation.

Time Out

Saturday afternoon:
ARIZONA STATE
Berg~r. 2b
Randle, ss
Collinge, lf
Schmuck, rf
Bannister, pr
Osborn, lb
Brenner, 3b
Welton, cf
Mantlo, c

ab r

4
4
4

0
1
0

0

0

4

4
5

Polekoudas, p
M. Hansen, p
Valley, ph
Leinheiser, p
Totals

0
0

2
2
1
1

0

0
1

4

0

0

1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

4

Swan. p

0

h

0

2

bi

0
0
0

1

0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

110

0

ab r h
5 0 0
3 l
2
2 0 1
3 0 l
1 1 1
1 0 0
1 2 1
2 0 0
4 0 0
.3 0 2
'2 0 0
2 0 0
29 4 8

bi
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
4

36

100 000 00o-1
102 000 10x-4

Swan (Lei 7·3)
Pelekou as
M. Hansen
Lelnheiser
Jacobs <V-J 6·2)
Ketchersi e

ip
4
2
1
1
51/3
3 2/3

h
5
2
0
1
7
3

r
3
1
0
0
1
0

er
3
1
0
0
1
0

bb so
4 5
3 0
1 1
0 1
6 7
0 3

Welcome Lobos
All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit

fo~

Title

scored an 18th in the all-around
competition with a point total of
97.7 in a combination of his
compulsory and optional scores,
Eaton earlier won the Junior
National AAU trampoline title
and came in second in the NCAA
finals, Earlier this season, Eaton
edged Colorado State's Tom
Proulx in the floor exercise
competition to take the WAC
title, but was edged by Proulx in
the NCAA finals in Philadelphia
to take a second in that tourney.
New Mexico captured the WAC
championship but placed fifth in
the nationals.

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

I'
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NEW MEXICO
Johnson ss
Daniels, if
Faford, rf
Barnhill, 1b
Ketcherside, p
Minarsich, 3b
Wicks, cf
Schawel, 2b
Laub,c
Franke, p
Sims, p
Ruth, 1b
Totals
Arizona State
New Mexico

nb r

0
3
34

2
0
0
5

h bi
0 0
4 2
2 0
1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 Q
0 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
9 5

ab
4
2
2
4
0
2
3
4
4
1
1
2
29

r
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

h bi
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 2

4
5
4
4
4
0
0
3
4

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

a

l

001 300 100-5
200 000 OOo-2
2B-Mantlo, Randle

Pitching Summary:

1JK2/3

2
0
4
1
0

2
0
4
0
0

5
3
2
1
0

Call 277-5743 to schedule
Pictures taken at the
UNM Photo Service
1820 Las Lomas

i
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I
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RIDE WANTED lor two May 5, Bufl'nlo,
New York or Chicago. Shnrc expenses.
Postenrd, Pat Swain, 201 Pueblo So·
lnno NW. 2/27

1
4
3

a

WANTED: MCJ..TD or TF, good shape,
rensonnblc price. Occ.utmnt. P.O~ Box
4186, Albuquerque 87100, 4/30

2

CUSTOM MADE SANDALS. Start at $10
at tho Shire. 3205 Silver SE, 4/29
AUTISTS: Bring in your photographs,
drawln{ll!, paintlnl!ll, and lithographs for
Inclusion in the Spring, 1970 Thundor•
bird. Rm. 168 or rm. 206 Journnllsm
llldg.
24-HOUR MARATHON ENCOUNTERCommunlcntlona workshop, Julian Skolnick, 247•2720, 208-4003. ReitiL Troum,
299-2779. 4/29
GWEN H:EDGES, If you don't wa'nt to
come home, cnll. We lovo you t 41~!__

I
f
f
I

WRITERS: The Thunderbird Ia still nc·
ceptlng contribution• of storle, poetry,
e~~onya, nnd reviews. Rm. 168 or rm. 205
. Journnllom Bldg.
SENIOR-Be oure to hnve your cl""" pic•
turo taken for the Mirage, No chnrgc-:three !lOSe! three prints. Pictures taken
nt UNM 'Photo Service, CnU 277·6749 to
schedule.
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2 P.M. till 11 P.M.

FRI., SAT., & SUN. till 3

PERSONALS

GffiLSI GIRLS! GffiLSI Why nothnve
benutiful figure now t You need tho
beat In Foundation gnrmcn!JJ. Flgurettes
Is the answer. Call Sn'ndy-243·2881.
Room 269 for personnlitcd l\ttlng. G/1
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WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time nm. If ad is to
169, n£ternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more oons~utive days with
CIB!Iaified Advertising
no changes the rnte ls reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number o£
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: PaYment muat be made In full prior to insertion of ndvcrti•ement.

ate now being taken for
the

free to
all Seniors

second place finish out of a field
of 47 runners in the 5000 meter
run with a time of 14:30.8. Peter
Fredricksson of the U.S.
International University won the
event in 14:16.8.
Chuck Steffes won the
collegiate division triple jump
with a leap of 51·9, three inches
off his best mark, while teammate
Ulf Johansson was fifth in the
javelin with a toss of 237-11.
Johnson finished fourth in the
100 meter dash at :10.4, while
teammate Nilsson turned in a fifth
in the quarter with a :48.4
clocking.
The Lobos were scheduled to
compete in the Drake Relays this
past weekend, but instead
rerouted their travel westward to
Walnut for the San Antonio
invite. Next week the thinclads
will host UTEP in a Saturday
afternoon meet at University
Stadium.

501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

h r cr bb so
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Relay Teams Win
Lobo Mike Jones kept his
record untarnished as he led the
UNM delegation at the Mount San
Antonio relays in Walnut, Cal.
Saturday.
Jones won the 440
intermediate hurdles with a time
of :52.8 to take a first place in
that event. In the special
invitational intermediates, world
quarter-mile record holder Lee
Evans won the event with a :50.5
clocking, while also winning the
quarter in :46,7.
UNM's two-mile and mile relay
teams also took first places. In the
two mile event, Reid Cole, Dave
Roberts, Tomas Ericson, and
Adrian DeWindt turned in a
7:40.4 while the mile relay team
of Jesse Johnson, Ulf Nilsson,
Cole, and Ericson was clocked in
3:14.1. The meet was hampered
by strong winds and a tattered
track.
Lobo Chuck Schuch turned in a

• • •

Saturday night:
ARIZONA STATE:
Berger, 2b
Randle, ss
Welton, cf
Schmuck, rf
Osborn, lb
Bannister, Pr
Kobar, 1b
Brenner, 3b
Jacobsen, If
Mantlo, c
K. Hansen, p
M. Hansen, p
Totals

K, Hansen
M. Hansen
Franlte (L, 2-3)
Sims
l(etcherside

~

last season. Rob Winter, Rodney
Wallace, and Rick Ferguson are
those three players, and all three
will be taking a lot of experience
with them into the May 2
Alumni-Varsity footbal game. In
addition, Mike Baumgarner
appears to be a "good prospect''
to head Lobo football coach
Rudy Feldman. Baumgarner was a
junior college transfer from last
year and was ineligible to
compete. Wallace also is a junior
college transfer, from two years
ago, and already lasted out his
year of ineligibility.
Two other players, Tom
Connely and Bill Cunningham are
defensive tackles and should offer
stiff competition throughout
spring and fall workouts.
Mike Buck and Jerry Buckner
handled the end positions last fall,
along with Harry Price (who was
injured at midseason and now is
working the outside linebacker
post). About Buck and Buckner,
Feldman said, "Experience has
proved valuable and they will be
better football players."
Feldman is counting on Gary
Nesmith, George Oakes, Bob
Winkler, and Oscar Fennell to
"provide us with competition and
with depth." AU four are up from
the frosh squad.

:I

SENIOR CLASS PICTURES

5700 CENTRAL S.W.

linebackers, then two halfbacks,
and finally a safety. The defensive
scheme was called a "6·2·2·1"
defense and was used by many
teams.
Gradually, the two guards were
seen to be unnecessary and in
time many of them were no
longer used. A few years ago the
Los Angeles Rams started what
came to be known as the
Fearsome Foursome, and the
front four was on its way up.
Since then, almost all
professional football teams have
instituted the front four, and now
most college teams are doing the
same thing. Not the least of which
is UNM.
Three men return from last
year at the defensive tackle slot,
and all three started at one time
,;:~~~

''

2B·Danielsl Berger
HR•Mlnars ch
Pitching Summary:
h r er bb so
5 0 0 2 9
6 4 4 212
2 0 0 0 l

(Editor's Note: This is the sixth
in a series covering the spring
football program)
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Most people will say that any
given defensive front line provides
some of the most formidable
competition a spectator can see at
a football game,
Considering New Mexico's
returning front line department,
and their staff of upcoming
freshmen and junior college
transfers, most people will see
what they say in action.
Defensive lines today are much
different from the way they used
to be. As late as 10 years ago
there were still six men on a
defensive front line, On the line
there were two
tackles,
and
ends.
Behind
two
~-~~F~:~~;~,~~~~~,0~·~•..

'

NEW MEXICO
Johnson, ss
Daniels, cf
Ruth, 1b
Faford,lf·rf
Barnhill, 1 b
Wicks, cf
Minarsich, lf·rf
Reyes, 3b
Schawel, 2b
Laub, c
Jacobs, p
Ketcherside, p
Totals
000 00112o-4 Arizona State
000 000 00(}-() .,, New Mexico

2B-Randle, Collinge

Front Four ·Could Be Backbreakers -.·';.f:.·..
..•. ·. .

i
!

Th e Devi Is on Top A gain
Lenny Randle
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~·. ·~ ~· If you're tired • •·~Jl
of your old tapes •::.;..,

Stormy Eaton, who led the
University of New Mexico
gymnastics team in floor exercise
throughout the past season won
his second United States
Gymnastics Federation
trampoline title in Las Vegas last
weekend.
Eaton turned in a 9.175 scoring
average for the tourney closing
out with a strong 9.5 on the final
routine to edge Bob Moss' 9.0
overall average. Moss is from
Southwest Louisiana State.
Another WAC competitor, Doug
Boger, placed third with a final
overall of 8.85.
Lobo Dave Repp, a freshman,

333 Wyoming N.E.

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

•.: ·r.··· ·.._ ..,.-,,........ . ·r-...•.
...•.
......•...

••

·••'t·~··

Eaton Grabs

265-5901

265-6631

~

•

from Dan Ketcherside.
Larry Minarsich was back on
the track as the hitting star after
going 0 for 4 Friday, Larry
knocked in three runs with a
home run and a sacrifice fly. Joe
Daniels chipped in a couple hits
and the Lobos moved temporarily
back into a tie for the division
lead,
In the nightcap, the Lobos
managed only two hits while the
Devils reached three Lobo hurlers
for nine. The Wolfpack could
easily have been shut out again
except for some charity in the
first inning. ASU starter Ken
Hansen was wild and Coach
Bobby Winckles allowed him to
walk five men before replacing
him with his other Hansen-Mike,
The two runs that were handed
the Lobos were all they were to
get because Mike Hansen closed
the lid on the 'Pack. He allowed
only those two hits and his batters
did the rest.
Lenny Randle had four hits and
brought his series statistics to
seven for 13.
The outcome of this weekend
puts the Sun Devils in excellent
position to repeat their WAC
championship, but the Lobos still
are in good position to overtake

Free Estimates

2933 Monte Vista N.E.
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LOST&FOUND

I.OSTI on cnntPUB-dlnmond wrist wntcb.
Kcopankc. PLEASE reLurn. 298·9262.
5/1
--..,..--,.- .__..,,..-~
LOSE SOMETHING? 'l'o lind It, trY
. Lobo OIB!Isifled A~:::,·------

FOR SALE

1965 VW BUS-CAMPER. Excellent condl·
tlon. $1296. 242-9430, 4/30
EMERSON TAPE RECORDER. Lies tlnt
or slta up for dc>llk•component hook up,
$60 or trnde lor small portable inter·
view type recorder, 247·2546. 4/30
EARLY 1909 Suzuki T-690. $800. Good
condition. Mike 842·6088, 4/29
PAIR 193 HEAD KILLY'S. Never Skied.
Regular $20Q-$1SO, 266·3461. 4/20
lOGS SUZUKI ao5 0 apccd, very fast.
Onl.v $460. 242-9297. 4,127
ROT YOUR EARS--listen to KUNM
with this deluxe AM·FM tl!.ble rndio
with wooden cnsc. This machine hll!l no
bad vibrations and hns jUBt vlaltcd the
roJlnir shop for a aprlng tuncup (receipt Included), 116 B Hnrvnrd SE o.£.
ter 4 p.m. Co•t, $21"-<:heaJl, 4/26
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NON AFF! LIATED STUDENTS

435 San Mateo NE
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Get Active-Immediately At .• ,
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.

Noon til Midnite

•• •

~···

.... Five new 8 track tapes,'.
~:;.
FREE
:e.'}\J
} • with purchase of any'
new tape deck
•: :·
'.\I
I
: • New 8 track machme•.
~-'j;. as low as $42,50 ..: ;.

Only $1.50
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• New 8 track :;;: ~and cassettes · :•·,1:
: ~~ $3.99 or 3 for $10 .•
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104 BEER

.....

.•.J. •.
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. • . . 256-7241 ~··.
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every Wed. !X> PM
Central At University
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'" ~11\;S·II'

IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY
SINCE
SOUND
CAME
IN!"
-Paulme Kaef,
New Yorker

'M*A*S*H'
begins where
other anti-war
films end!"
II

is what
the new freedom
201hCenluryfotprestnls
of the screen
~1*;'&.*8*11
is all about."
~!~ .~;·-.; !li;;;
An lngo Pre -Richard Schickel, Life
-Time Magazrne

B

DONALD SUTHERLAND· ELLIOTT GOULD· TOM SKERRITT
eo.Siamng SAtlV KELllRMAN ·ROBERT DUVALl· JOANN PflUG· ~ENE AUBERJONOIS
Produced by
Orrecled by
Screenplay by

INGO P.REMINGER ROBERT ALTMAN

RING LARDNER, Jr.

IRI

~

..

u:!:~~·.o;:,=

:=.:~'::.
"""''"

from a novel by RICHARD OOOKER N.ustc by JOHNtiY MAND£l
Color by DE LUXEe PANAVISION <!l

~

FOX WINROCK THEATRE

Doorsopen7:oopm

2 Complete Shows!
7:30 & 9:40

SERVICES

TEACHERS WANTED: Southwest Tench•
ers Agency. 1303 Central NE (Our
twenty-fourth year). Free rog!ntr,.tion.
6/20
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASStFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

DE SURE to cheek the Lost & Found
service In the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items.

3)

So New Mexico has devi!lted
form the old 6·2·2·1 defense to
emerge with a front four that
could prove as deadly as the rest
of them, and, judging from the
experience and depth the front
line boasts, they could definitely
pose quite a threat to opposing
teams.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad rons five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT - - - ·. TIMES STARTING---

EMPLOYMENT

MALE HELP WANTED: Alcoa Suboi·
diary bns two oPenings, $3.60 hr. Cull
268-8176 nfror G p.m. only. li/1
N:EED EXTRA MONEY? Part or full
time. Coupll!!l prol'erred. Meetings Tuesdays nnd Thul'!!dnya, 7:80 p.m. 3438
Purdue PI, NE. 266·6282. 4/28

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

,FREE KITTENS. G weeks. old nnd box
trniMd. Like people. 1408 Tiicr11s NE.

ENCLOSED$'----

PLACED BY------~---

~/29

DlSCOWER FLYING. $6 flrat lesson, !14
hr. ntter. Lee MMon 1 268-4589. 4/16

______________________
~---·----·--------~~

~--------------------------··,
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Editorial

•
IS

NEW

The Elections Injunction
It is an unwritten rule of journalism that

reporters will not normally involve
themselves in the story they are to cover and
that further they will not take any action
which could be construed as "making news."
There are times, however, when involvement
becomes necessary in order that the public
interest can be protected.
Such was the case last Friday when
KUNM Station Manager Steve Van Dresser
and I sought an injunction to prohibit the
Senate Elections Committee from releasing
the; results of Friday's elections. It is
important to note, however, that in seeking
the injunction-which the Court later
granted-both of us were :acting in our
capacity as students and not in our
capacities as staff members of KUNM or The
Lobo.
The injunction was sought because in
walking around the campus and observing

ME XI CD

the polling places it became increasingly
obvious that a substantial number of
potential voters would not be able to
participate in the election simply because
there were not enough voting machines to
accommodate more than 25 percent of the
student body. In addition, the length of the
lines (some students waited up to two hours
to vote) worked against all but the most
zealous members of the electorate. Had
there been an adequate number of voting
machines we believe that there would have
been a substantially larger voter turnout
than the 2235 students who did finally cast
their ballots last Friday.
Student Court has now agreed with us and
has set aside tomorrow as another day of
voting. It is important that all who were
disenfranchised last Friday now take
advantage of this opportunity.
Donald Burge

Lobo Commentary

SARAH LAIDLAW

DON BURGE

Editor

Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Vol. 73, No. 126

Monday, April27, 1970

Don't Lose Th Chance
N E\1\1
MEXICO
Vol. 73

Editor:
To the Editor:
Permit me to comment on the
cartoon in Monday's Lobo,
depicting a Swedish government
official holding a "Nigger Go
Home" sign on the
newly-appointed U.S.
ambassador's back and saying:
"And not only are we great
liberals, pacifists and
humanitarians, but you will also
love our sense of humor."
When the U.S. ambassador rode
through the streets of Stockholm,
along with Swedish diplomatic
officials, a group of young
extremists shouted "Nigger Go
Home; Nigger Go Home!" But is
this a reason for implying, as your
cartoon does, that Sweden is a
viciously racist country? I did not
find 'it so when I visited Sweden
recently in company with 15
other American trade unionists,
including several Negroes. We
stayed in workers' homes, visited
factories, union halls, co-ops,
schools, legislative chambers, and
numerous other places.
Where.-ever we went we were
treated with respect, and not once
did any of detect signs of race
prejudice.
I can still recall how some of
the whites in our team squirmed
when Swedish trade unionists
pressed us to explain how we
could square our professed trade
union ethics with the fact that so
many unions in the United States
practice the most flagrant
discrimination against Negroes by
barring them from skilled trades.
No, the attitude toward blacks on
the part of the Swedish people,
especially the working people, is
not at all what your cartoon
suggests.
I can understand why the U.S.

Tuesd.ay, April 28, 1970

Letters nrc welcome and should be
no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced, Name, telephone
and address must be included. The
name of the llllthor of the Jetter wiD
not be withheld.

military-industrial establishment
takes a dim view of Sweden
because she has opened the door
to young American men to whom
our war in Vietnam is slightly less
than a Holy Cause worth dying
for. But I can't understand why a
paper put out by university
students should slap a tag of
racism on a country with a long
tradition of socialist democratic
· Frank Marquart
values.
To the Editor:
As two mothers who are deeply
concerned about the welfares of
our children, we would like to
comment on the recent misleading
facts about DDT in human milk.
A recent scientific report by
Dr. Goran Lofroth, from the
department of radio bilogy,
Institute of Biochemistry, Royal
University of Stockholm, stated
among other things, that DDT has
been found in human milk.
Certain people who are rightfully
concerned about pollution have
taken this and other statments out
of context and used them to bring
the DDT problem to the attention
of the public. If one would take
the trouble to read the entire
report he would note that a
mother would have to supply her
child with a breast milk diet for
more than five years and he would
have to ingest all of the DDT
before it would cause him any
harm, Those of us who feel that
breast milk is still best for baby
will not be affected by these scare
tactics.
Instead of unnecessarily
alarming mothers who wish to
nurse their babies, we · should
concentrate our efforts in
disposing of the dangerous
pesticides.
Linda Ray
Lin Ferguson

By JAMES L. THORSON
This is the report which I
indicated last week that I would
send to you when I completed it.
It will include some information
relative to the activities of the
New Mexico State Police which
was brought out at the AAUP
meeting last Tuesday, April. 14,
and some comment on statements
which Maj. Hoover Wimberly
made at the faculty meeting on
Friday, April 17, and some
comparisons b~een remarks
which you are purported to have
made at an Associated Press
conference seminar over last
weekend. I am sorry that I did not
know about the seminar, as I
would have been interested in
talking to you about my findings.
The testimony which was
presented at the. AAUP meeting
was not taken under oath, nor was
I sitting as a judge, nor were
proper adversaries established, etc.
What I attempted to do, and I
think that I have done it, was to
seek out information to present to
you concerning state police
activities,
I can conclude from the
statements of Prof. Theodore
Guinn and Brian Gratton . that
Jack Johnson, a member of the
New Mexico State . Police force,
took pictures of them last fall
while legal anti·draft or anti-war
activities werre taking place. It also

seems evident that Johnson
attempted, rather inadequately, to
PIWS himself off to them as a
person sympathetic to their
beliefs. Johnson also attended a
meeting of the faculty on March
24, and made certain statements
at the meeting, but I will go into
that below.
For now, let me note that Maj.
Wimberly stated to the faculty
last Friday that Johnson and an
officer Gilliland were attending a
meeting of the Women's
Liberation Front on campus. (I
questioned the real and present
threat to the safety of the citizens
of New Mexico from "women's
lib," but perhaps I am too naive.)
Wimberly went on to say that
Johnson and Gilliland then
decided to go . to the faculty
meeting because the ROTC was to
be discussed and that they were
also investigating the ROTC
"bomb." I take a quotation from
The Lobo which is supported in
content by Monday's Journal, to
the effect that you said "To my
knowledge, Johnson was not on
duty at the time he attended the
faculty meeting." Johnson's
rather flimsy statement about
coming to the meeting for
information about his sons'·
education notwithstanding, it
seems clear that Maj. Wimberly
considered Johnson to be on duty
at the meeting. It looks as though
there may be a failure of
communications when your
director of intelligenc,•J says on
Friday that Johnson was there on
duty and you say on Sunday that
he was not,

Be that as it may, I would now
like to· go into the rather diffi~ult
problem of what constitutes
"intimidation." The Standard
College Dictionary defines the
word as "1. to rnake timid; cause

fear in; scare. 2. to discourage to
restrain from action by threats or
violence; to intimidate a witness."
(pg. 708) Now, if we take only
the stronger of the terms,
violence, or threats (if we limit
them to overt threats) there is no
case against Johnson. However,
when we open the act of
intimidation to the less violent,
but no less · important area of
discouraging from action or
making timid, Johnson's actions,
at least as unsworn witnesses
described them, clearly fall within
the definition of intimidation. If,
as Douglas Nance says, Johnson
said to him, "We've got a file on
you that big," and he held up his
hands some six inches apart, this
is intimidation.
More important, perhaps, is the
effect on other students of the
photographs which both you and
Maj. Wimberly admit having been
taken at political demonstrations,
Suppose that you are an
undergraduate student and feel
very strongly that a given, perhaps
unpopular stand on a moral
question is right. Then you hear
that demonstrations supporting
that stand, though legal and
though they have not evolved into
violence in more than five years,
are likely to be photographed and
the photos used for identification
of the participants. As a young
man you probably contemplated a
career in police work. Putting
yourself in that position, WOI.\ld
you be likely to participate in
such a demonstration which was
legal and peaceful? This is the
position which many of our
students find themselves in. Many
will be seeking sensitive positions
in a few years, and the photos and
alleged files are a deterrent to
their exerting their first
amendment freedoms; in other
word~, they are intimidated.

To return to Johnson's
New Mexico should be brought in
appearance in the faculty meeting,
to ascertain the facts. Johnson
I would point out that he clearly
should have a chance to confront
identified one member of the
those who charge him with
faculty, Prof. Reuben Hersh,
mis·conduct and to cross-examine
"Because I am in places most of them. I am not sure what body
the students, along with the
should hear the complaint, but I
assume that there is some body
gentleman-the gentleman in the
gray shirt..." When young which would not act as a
faculty members see one of their · whitewash, but get all of the facts
colleagues being singled out for into the open.
identification by a police officer
The evidence is not
because he has been active in. the "conclusive" at this time, but it
anti-war movement, they wonder seems to me that there is enough
what will happen to them. More evidence of a firm nature to raise
impo[iant, they think seriously serious doubts about the actions
before they engage in similar of Johnson, For his good, as well
activities which may be unpopular as the good of the public, I
with police officers though they recommend that you institute
are legal. None of Prof. Hersh's formal procedures for
activities are illegal, nor would the investigating the allegations.
activities of the hypothetical
The difficult problem of
faculty member be illegal.
making distinctions between
When Maj. Wimberly appeared legitimate police intelligence
at the faculty meeting, he collection and collecting
inadvertantly, and perhaps information on political activists
jokingly, did the same thing:
and dampening political activity
when a person asked a question, itself seems to be raised by this
Maj. Wimberly would ask that the situation. Since the activities of
name be repeated, in order to get Johnson and others seems to have
.it straight. Some timid members hod a dampening effect, the
of the faculty may well have question naturally arises if this is
avoided asking pertinent questions not the intention of the New
in order to avoid such Mexico State Police? If so, why?
identification. Officer Johnson If not, should not such
also took a careful list of persons surveillance stop? Only on open
speaking at the AAUP meeting on inquiry into the situation can
April 14. It was fairly obvious answer these questions,
that he was doing so, and it
I want to thank Maj. Wimberly
probably kept some people from for his appearance in the faculty
speaking before the group. One meeting last Friday. I trust that he
Spanish girl was reluctant to be told you that he was applauded
identified as pointing out a police on his departure, I might suggest
undercover man in a UMAS that an appearance by you might
meeting. •
have an excellent effect on state
It seems to me that there is a police relations with the
strong likelihood that Johnson University community. 1 would be
used his position to intimidate willing to offer an invitation to
some students, though I cannot you for an llppearance before an
say that it is unequivocally open meeting of the AAUP at
established. It seems to me that your convenience to discuss these
some official body of the state of c.omplex,questions with you.

No. 127

Student Standards Rules
Cooper, Orzen Are Guilty·
St dent Standards Committee has found
: Allenu Cooper and Bill Orzen guilty of
' disrupting a scheduled speech by U.S. Sen.
St om Thurmond but has allowed both to
r · ·
h 1
re~~I~ I~:~e~~O:t of findings to be released
today, the committee has ruled that both .
students "did commit the offenses with
which they were charged." However, the
committee also ruled that neither should be
removed from the University at this time.
(ASUNM p esident Ron Curry Speakers
Committee c~airman Ray Scho~ers, and
Vice President for Student Affairs Harold
d
h d charged the pair with
L
aven er
a
.
.
f
"di~rupti~lg ~?e educatiOnal functiOn o t 1le
Umversity
because ~hey demanded
Thurm~nd answ~r ~ que.stlOn about Lamar,
S.C., p~IO~ to dehver~ng h~s speech.)
.
In fmdmg the parr guilty the committee
ordered that Co<?per be suspende~ fo~, one
year, b~t then lifted the suspensiOn. :'he
suspensiOn (however) shall be called mto
if b t
A r'l 28 1970 and
t.
opera IOn • e ween PI
'.
Jur:e 1.' 1971, Coo~er enga~es m conduct
whiCh Is.found_by th~s committee to. amc:'u~t
to a senous disruptiOn of the Umversity s
educational proc~ss," the report. says.
•
At the same time the comm~~t~e ?r~ered
. -Ltil>O photo by Ch.Ster:PI!.;I!.tcr i that ~r~;n J;le placed on
disciplmary
9
Cast members practice a choral pr~~:~I~~d~~~~dl~~~;;e~ ~~~t Cooper and
reading scheduled to be on the 0
t ake a separate defense of their
Black Culture Festival program a:t~~~sm~s amseminar group of faculty and
Friday in the Union.
students which the committee will choose at
1

Black Festival

Thorson Asks for Johnson•s Investigation

(Editor's note: The following
letter was sent to Col. Martin E.
Vigil, chief of the New Mexico
State Police, and Gov. David F.
Cargo. James Thorson, UNM
professor and president of the
state chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP), sent the letter
in response to recent events and
controversy concerning state
police at the University,)

Vote Today

Vote at 18 Challenged
By ROBERT J. TAYLOR
WASHINGTON
( UPI)-President Nixon warned
the House Monday it could throw
19 72 federal, state, and local
elections into chaos if it approves
a Senate measure lowering the
voting age to 18. Democratic
leaders in both houses rejected his
warning.
In letters to Speaker John W.
McCormack and House
Republican leader Gerald R. Ford,
Nixon said the proposed
legislation was unconstitutional
and again insisted that the
minimum age be lowered by a
constitutional amendment rather
than by congressional action.
McCormack and Senate
Democratic leader Mike Mansfield
stood their ground, however, and
denied the measure was
unconstitutional. Even if it were,
they said, it carried ample
provisions for judicial review
before it becomes effective in the
November, 1972, elections.
Nixon made it clear he favors
giving the ·vote to 18-year·olds,
but said be had advice from
constitutional experts that
Congress did not have authority

to lower the voting age across the
land. Nixon's words hinted at a
veto and the White House said
that was a possibility.
The measure, Nixon said, does
not guarantee judicial review
before Election Day in November,
1972. Consequently, he said, it
might result in chaotic conditions
caused by vote challenges in
elections in which those in the 18
to 20 age bracket voted.
The proposed legislation is
contained in a rider which the
Senate attached to its extension
of the 1965 Voting Rights Act.
The proposed extension, with the
rider tacked on, is now awaiting
action in the House Rules Com·
mittee.
In a shift of position, Nixon
included in his letters an appeal
for House approval of the voting
rights extension.
The act is credited with adding
almost one million Negroes to
voter rolls in the South. Nixon
had sought to substitute a plan for
extended nationwide safeguards
against voting discrimination, but
easing federal surveillance of
voting procedures in the South.

a later date.
.
In making their decision the committee
ruled that "the defendants were n?t found
guilty because they asked a que~t10n. The
question which they ~sked was Important,
relevant, and one which should have been
asked of the senator, who as a public
representative, has an obligation to be
responsive to his audience.
"Nor were they found guilty because they
asked if before the senator made his speech,
to find out if the senator was willing to
deviate from the format of the evening,
Important, relevant questions may make a
change of format appropriate and desirable.
"They were found guilty because they
persisted in asking their question long after
it had been made clear to them that the
format would not be altered, that questions
would be answered only after. the speech,
and, finally, that if they contmued to ask
the question, the speech would be
cancelled," the report says.
The complete text of the committee's
findings is shown below.
Cooper and Orzen had been tried by the
committee over an eight day period
beginning Thursday April 16 and ending
Thursday, April 23: During that time the
committee had seen the defendants and their
attorneys walk out on the hearings twice,

found themselves barricaded inside a
building? and ha~ seen Cooper knocked
unconsciOus by an !rat~ on-looker.
During that penod Standards heard
testimony from 28 witnesses-20 from the
defen_se. Prosecution witnesses told the
committee. that Cooper and Orzen were tw~
of the pnmary reasons why Thurmon~ s
speech had to . be. cancelled .. The nm~e
?reate~ by the parr, they scud, made 1t
Impossible fo~ the senator to be hear?:
Defense Witnesses, however, testified for
the main !(art that Thurmond could be heard
and that It was Schowers who stopped the
speech-not the defendents.
In other action yesterday, Standards
announced that a hearing for Cooper and
Orzen as well as Barbara Brown and Chris
Carso~, which was scheduled for tonight has
been ost oned until Wednesday, May 6.
That ~eari~g grows out of charges that the
four students disrupted the UNM-BYU
basketball game last Feb. 28 by throwing
d b .
th b k tb ll court
e ns on e as e a
·
Text of the Committee's Report
The com lainants (Curry, Lavender,
Schowers) all! ed that on Wednesday, March
4 1970 Alle~ Fairfax Cooper and William
B' Orz~n acted in a way that adversely
affected the University's educational
functions disrupted community living on
cart;~pus, i~~erfered with th~ rights o~ others in
thexr pursmt of an educat10n, and mterfered
with tl~e right of free speech and honest.

~~~~s~I~s~ ~fta~~~:~tllo~on:ia;ht:o a~~

Responsibilities at UNM, adopted . in
October, 1965, and the Regents' policy
concerning off-campus speakers, adop~ed in
1966. More particularly, the complrunants
alleged that Cooper and Orzen disrupted,
interfered with and prevented a speech by
u.s. Sen. J. Strom Thurmond, who was
appearing at a regularly scheduled event of
the Speakers Committee of ASUNM by
invitation of such Speakers Committee.
The committee finds that Cooper and
Orzen did commit the offenses with which
they were charged.
Orzen is hereby placed on disciplinary
probation from April 28, 1970, to June 1,,
1971.
Cooper is hereby suspended from April
28 1970 to June 1, 1971, with the
0 p'eratio~ of the· suspension being
suspended; the suspension shall be called
into operation if, between April 28, 197~,
and June 1, 1971, Cooper engages m
conduct which is found by this committee
to .amo.un~ to a s~rious disruption of the
Umvers1ty s educat10nal.. proce.sses. In the
event of such a findmg .thts one y;ar
suspension shall be add~d to. the sanct10n
that is· imposed for that disruptiOn.
In addition, the committee hereby o;ders
Cooper and Orzen to defend the logic of
(continued on page 4)

U Voting Continues
Students who are eligible to vote in the ASUNM spring
election and did not vote Friday may vote today from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.
.
A Student Court decision rendered Sunday set up the
extra voting time.
.
.
Ballot boxes will be set up in the Union, Hok<;ma ~nd
Coronado dormitories, La Posada Commons, engmeermg
. complex, and NROTC building . .Voting ~ll be conducted
b~ paper ballot although votmg machmes were used
Friday.

